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This study aims to develop a logistic regression model of landslide susceptibility based on
GeoDetector for dominant-factor screening and 10-fold cross validation for training
sample optimization. First, Fengjie county, a typical mountainous area, was selected as
the study area since it experienced 1,522 landslides from 2001 to 2016. Second, 22
factors were selected as the initial conditioning factors, and a geospatial database was
established with a grid of 30 m precision. Factor detection of the geographic detector and
the stepwise regression method included in logistic regression were used to screen out the
dominant factors from the database. Then, based on the sample dataset with a 1:10 ratio
of landslides and nonlandslides, 10-fold cross validation was used to select the optimized
sample to train the logistic regression model of landslide susceptibility in the study area.
Finally, the accuracy and efficiency of the two models before and after screening out the
dominant factors were evaluated and compared. The results showed that the total
accuracy of the two models was both more than 0.9, and the area under the curve
value of the receiver operating characteristic curve was more than 0.8, indicating that the
models before and after screening factor both had high reliability and good prediction
ability. Besides, the screened factors had an active leading role in the geospatial
distribution of the historical landslide, indicating that the screened dominant factors
have individual rationality. Improving the geospatial agreement between landslide
susceptibility and actual landslide-prone by the screening of dominant factors and the
optimization of the training samples, a simple, efficient, and reliable logistic-
regression–based landslide susceptibility model can be constructed.
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HIGHLIGHTS

• A hybrid optimal LR model by GeoDetector dominant-
factor screening and an optimal sample

• Improved accuracy of the LR-based LSM model by hybrid
optimization

• Optimized LSM agreed well with the geospatial distribution
of historical and new landslide events

INTRODUCTION

Among many types of geological disasters, such as land
subsidence and mudslides, landslides are the most common
ones (Abedi Gheshlaghi and Feizizadeh, 2021). Because they
are frequent, destructive, and widespread, every country
attaches great importance to the monitoring and prevention of
landslides (Naemitabar and Zanganeh Asadi, 2021). About two-
thirds of China’s area is a mountainous region, where landslides
are most prone to occur (Gautam et al., 2021). From 2007 to 2019,
it is conservatively estimated that the number of deaths/missing
caused by landslides exceeded 7,900, with an average of more
than 600 per year. According to statistics from the China
Geological Environment Information Site, the economic loss is
about 610 million dollars each year.

The evaluation of landslide susceptibility is an important part
of the whole process of landslide risk management, which has
achieved the effect of preventing and reducing landslide losses
(Feizizadeh et al., 2014). With the development of geographic
information science (GIS) technology, scholars have actively
explored landslide susceptibility mapping (LSM) methods (Li
et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2021). So far, dozens of landslide
susceptibility mapping (LSM) methods have been developed,
which can be divided into several categories, including
statistical methods, expert-based methods, and data mining
methods (Kalantar et al., 2018; Ma and Xu, 2019). Huang
et al. (2020), Wubalem (2021), Huangfu et al. (2021), and
Soma et al. (2019) used semisupervised multiple-layer
perceptron, information value, a multiple logistic regression
algorithm, frequency ratio (FR), and logistic regression (LR)
models to produce LSM. Among these different evaluation
methods, the most common and reliable one is logistic
regression (Ayalew and Yamagishi, 2005; Kalantar et al., 2018;
Shan et al., 2020). Some scholars have discovered that the
longitude of LRM can be improved by changing the
parameters or models that optimize LRM. Feby et al. (2020)
optimized the logistic regression model by spatially integrated
evidential belief function. The ROC-AUC value of the optimized
model is 0.935, which is more satisfactory than the traditional
model. The results of LSM research are not only affected by the
selected model but also closely related to the choice of
conditioning factors (Xie et al., 2021). Reichenbach et al.
(2018) found that a total of 596 conditioning factors were
considered in the existing work, with an average of nine
condition factors in each model. In the existing research, the
selection of condition factors is mostly determined by expert
experience, which is very subjective (Bourenane et al., 2015;

Morales et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021). The current research
lacks a general framework to objectively select the condition
factors. Therefore, how to screen out dominant factors more
objectively and quickly and then build a more stable and reliable
model is the focus of current research.

Among the methods for factor screening in existing research,
GeoDetector is a very common one (Zhou et al., 2021). Chi et al.
(2021) analyzed the influence of specific geographical factors on
the spatial distribution of terrestrial mammalian richness using
the GeoDetector model. Wang et al. (2021) used GeoDetector to
identify spatial relationships among the influencing factors about
soil heavy metal As. Sun et al. (2021c) constructed the LSMmodel
in Fengjie County by selected fundamental influencing factors,
which are screened by GeoDetector and recursive feature
elimination. Although the logistic regression model has a large
number of applications in the field of LSM, due to the limitation
of the model itself, it has limitations in dealing with a large
number of conditioning factors with multicollinearity (Sun et al.,
2021b). In addition, in the existing research, there is no article
about the combining usage of GeoDetectors and logistic
regression.

Based on previous researches, this paper aims to propose an
optimized landslide susceptibility evaluation model. This study
takes Fengjie County as the study area, systematically considers
the formation conditions of the landslide, and selects the
conditioning factors as comprehensively as possible when
conditions permit. Then, through the combination of
GeoDetector and the stepwise regression method, the
characteristic disaster conditioning factors are screened. Then,
the 10-fold cross-validation method is used to select the best
training sample. After training, an optimized logistic regression
model of landslide sensitivity is obtained, and finally, the
optimized model is evaluated through GIS software in the
study area.

MATERIALS

Study Area
Fengjie County of Chongqing, with typical mountainous
landforms, is located in the east of the Sichuan Basin, the
upper reaches of the Yangtze River (Figure 1). It is the
junction of the Dabashan arc fold fault zone and east Sichuan
arc concave fold zone, with the sophisticated structural stress
field. The range of elevation is 87–2,125 m, which is higher in the
terrain in the north than that in the south in general. It is located
in the subtropical monsoon climate zone, with an annual average
precipitation of 1,132 mm in many years.

Data
The data of landslides in Fengjie County were obtained from the
Chongqing Geological Environment Monitoring Station. Its
attributes contained the landslide name, coordinates, elevation,
and time of occurrence. The 1:200,000/1:50,000 geological map of
the China Geological Information Library (available online:
http://ngac.org.cn/) provides a reference basis for the site
investigation of landslides in terms of regional geological
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FIGURE 1 | Location of the study area.
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environment, geological structure, and stratigraphic lithology.
The data of Chongqing points of interest (POI) were obtained
using a python program or foot written according to certain rules
that can automatically capture World Wide Web information.
These activity points are standard for various types of commercial
and educational activities that can represent human engineering
activities, such as hospitals, primary and secondary schools,
business centers, parks and squares, and so on. Also, the time
range was consistent with the historical landslides. Other primary
data information is shown in Table 1.

METHODOLOGY

Study Flowchart
In this study, Fengjie County, a typical mountainous county in
the Three Gorges Reservoir area of China, was chosen as a test site
to carry out the research. The methodological flowchart is shown

in Figure 2. Firstly, we selected 22 factors as the initial
conditioning factors for LSM, which were derived from a
satellite image, a DEM, geological data including lithology and
faults, and other multisource data. Secondly, a geospatial database
was established based on all data (including landslides and
nonlandslides). By including geographic factor detection into a
stepwise logistic regression (LR) procedure, screening out the
dominant factors was then performed. Then, 10-fold cross
validation was used to select the optimized training sample to
generate the LSM in the study area. Then, a stable LR model with
dominant factors was applied for higher accuracy and stability.
Finally, the accuracy of the two models before and after
optimization was evaluated and used for LSM.

Logistic Regression Model
Logistic regression (LR) is a generalized linear regression
analysis method suitable for multivariable control. Different
from the general linear regression model, the logical regression

TABLE 1 | Data and data sources.

Data name Data sources Resolution

Landslide Chongqing Geological Environment Monitoring Station —

Elevation Aster satellite 30 m
Geological data China Geological Information Library 1:50 000 ∼ 1:200 000
Land cover Chongqing Municipal Bureau of Land and Resources 1:100 000
Administrative division Chongqing Municipal Bureau of Land and Resources 1:100 000
River network Chongqing Water Resources Bureau 1:100 000
Satellite image Geospatial Data Cloud platform 30 m
Annual rainfall Chongqing Meteorological Administration —

Road Chongqing Transportation Commission 1:100 000
POI Web Crawler —

FIGURE 2 | Methodological flowchart used in this study.
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FIGURE 3 | Thematic map of landslide influencing factors: (A) aspect; (B) CRDS; (C) curvature; (D) elevation; (E) distance from faults; (F) distance from
hydrographic net; (G) landcover; (H) microlandform; (I) lithology; (J) NDVI; (K) plan curvature; (L) POI; (M) profile curvature; (N) relief; (O) annual average rainfall; (P)
slope; (Q) slope position; (R) SPI; (S) STI; (T) TRI; (U) TWI; and (V) distance from roads.
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FIGURE 3 | Continued.
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model restricts the output value to the interval [0,1] through the
sigmoid function. Therefore, f(z), representing the probability of
landslide susceptibility, can be expressed by the following
equation:

f (z) � 1
1 + e−z

, (1)

where z � w1x1+ w2x2+. . .+wMxM + b is a weighted linear
combination model. b is a constant number, which is the
intercept of a function. wM (M � 1,2,3,. . .,22) is the
correlation coefficient of the function. The independent
variable xM (M � 1,2,3,. . .,22) represents 22 landslide
conditioning factors. When the f(z) value is 1, it means that a
landslide will surely occur, and when it is 0, it means no landslide
will occur (Kalantar et al., 2018).

The LR model includes the stepwise regression method to
screen and eliminate the variables, thus eliminating
multicollinearity and obtained significant factors. The
stepwise regression is of three steps. The first step is
introducing variables into the model one by one. Second, an
F test is performed after introducing each explanatory variable.
The final step is to perform a t-test on the explanatory variables
already in the model. Once the newly added explanatory
variable causes the previous explanatory variable to be no
longer significant, it shall be eliminated to ensure that only
essential variables are included in the regression equation before
introducing each new variable.

GeoDetector
The GeoDetector is a statistical method proposed by Wang in
2010 (Wang et al., 2010), which is used to detect spatial
differentiation, revealing its driving force based on four
detectors: differentiation and factor detection, interaction
detection, risk-area detection, and ecological detection. This
method can work both on numerical and qualitative data. In
this study, to improving geospatial agreement between landslide
and its conditioning factors, the factor detection function was
used to screen the landslide dominant factor.

The general assumption of landslide factors screening using
the GeoDetector can be expressed as follows: if a conditioning
factor controls or contributes to a landslide, the geospatial
distribution should be similar to a certain extent between the
conditioning factor and the landslide. The similarity between the
two is determined by the local and global variance (Luo and Liu,
2018). Let X be a layer of data representing the impact factors
(e.g., lithology or slope) of our interests and the binary variable Y
quantitatively represent the spatial distribution of the landslide. X
needs to be either a category layer (for example, lithology) or can
be transformed into a category zone (for example, a continuous
slope can be divided into three areas: gentle, moderate, and steep).
Overlaying Y and X layers subdivide Y according to the area of X.

If the factor X is related to Y, then Y will exhibit a spatial
distribution similar to that of X. In the perfect case, factor X
thoroughly explains the pattern of Y, the value of Y is uniform in

FIGURE 4 | Factor detector results.

TABLE 2 | Factor detector results.

Conditioning factor q value p value

Annual average rainfall 0.080 0.000
Elevation 0.077 0.000
Lithology 0.061 0.000
POI kernel density 0.056 0.000
Distance from road 0.029 0.000
Landcover 0.022 0.000
Distance from hydrographic net 0.013 0.000
Distance from fault 0.010 0.000
Slope 0.010 0.000
Degree of relief 0.008 0.000
TRI 0.006 0.000
TWI 0.004 0.000
Plan curvature 0.003 0.000
Curvature 0.003 0.000
Landforms 0.002 0.000
NDVI 0.002 0.000
Profile curvature 0.002 0.000
Aspect 0.002 0.000
CRDS 0.002 0.000
Slope position 0.001 0.000
SPI 0.000 0.228
STI 0.000 0.487
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each region of X, and the spatial variance of Y in all regions is 0. In
reality, the degree of spatial correspondence between X and Y is
measured by the degree of interpretation of factor X, which is
defined as

q � 1 − ∑S
m�1 Nmσ2

m

Nσ2
� 1 −WSS

TSS
(2)

WSS � ∑
S

m�1
Nmσ

2
m, TSS � Nσ2, (3)

σ2m �
∑Nm

i�1(Ym,i − Ym)
Nm − 1

, (4)

σ2 � ∑N
j�1(Yj − Y)
N − 1

, (5)

where m � 1,. . ., S is the layering of variable Y or factor X, that is,
classification or partition; Nm andN are the layer m and the number
of units in the whole area; and σ2m and σ2 are the layer m and the
variance of the Y value for the entire region, respectively. Within

TABLE 4 | The correlation coefficients and function intercept values of LRao.

Influencing factor Correlation
coefficient

Influencing factor Correlation
coefficient

Influencing factor Correlation
coefficient

Intercept (βa) −1.76293 TRI (aw4) −1.07045 Land cover (aw8) −0.66213
Elevation (aw1) −2.42323 Lithology (aw5) −3.24346 Distance from road (aw9) −1.08878
Degree of relief (aw2) −1.91424 Distance from fault (aw6) 1.51187 POI kernel density (aw10) 1.54395
Slope (aw3) 2.59564 CRDS (aw7) −0.45871 — —

TABLE 5 | The correlation coefficients and function intercept values of LRbo.

Influencing factor Correlation
coefficient

Influencing factor Correlation
coefficient

Influencing factor Correlation
coefficient

Intercept (βb) −0.11216 Lithology (bw3) −3.51706 Land cover (bw6) −0.89108
Annual average rainfall (bw1) −0.95321 POI kernel density (bw4) 1.57236 Distance from hydrographic net (bw7) 0.20805
Elevation (bw2) −1.67349 Distance from road (bw5) −1.08721 — —

TABLE 6 | Confusion matrix between observed and predicted values under optimal threshold conditions for LRao and LRbo models.

Model Threshold Actual value

Nonlandslide (0) Landslide (1)

LRao 0.534 Predicted value Nonlandslide (0) 15,157 1,423 Precision: 0.914
Landslide (1) 63 99 Precision: 0.611
— Recall: 0.996 Recall: 0.065 Accuracy: 0.911

LRbo 0.592 Predicted value Nonlandslide (0) 15,188 1,475 Precision: 0.911
Landslide (1) 32 47 Precision: 0.595
— Recall: 0.998 Recall: 0.031 Accuracy: 0.910

TABLE 3 | The accuracy of 10-fold cross validation of the two models.

LRa Accuracy LRb Accuracy

Training dataset Test dataset Training dataset Test dataset

1 0.908 0.916 1 0.910 0.899
2 0.909 0.910 2 0.910 0.904
3 0.909 0.914 3 0.910 0.907
4 0.909 0.906 4 0.907 0.929
5 0.909 0.910 5 0.911 0.900
6 0.910 0.902 6 0.910 0.906
7 0.909 0.910 7 0.910 0.903
8 0.909 0.911 8 0.909 0.916
9 0.909 0.911 9 0.909 0.914
10 0.899 0.910 10 0.909 0.918
Mean 0.908 0.910 Mean 0.910 0.910
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Sum of Squares (WSS) is the sum of the variances within the
stratum, and the Total Sum of Squares (TSS) is the total variance
of the entire region. Ym, i is the value of Y in the ith unit of layer m,
andYm is the average value of variable Y in layer m. Yj is the Y
value of the jth unit of thewhole study area, andY is the total average
of the variable Y in the whole study area. The range of q is [0, 1].

10-Fold Cross Validation
10-fold cross validation, used to test the accuracy of the
algorithm, is a common test method. The dataset was divided
into ten parts, nine of which were used as training data and one as
test data in turn.

The correct rate (or error rate) will be obtained for each test.
The average value of the accuracy of the results 10 times is used as
the estimation of the accuracy of the algorithm. Generally,
multiple 10-fold cross validations (for example, 10-fold cross
validation) are needed, and then, the average value is calculated as
the estimation of the accuracy of the algorithm.

MODELING PROCESS

Geospatial Database
The landslide’s occurrence is affected by both the internal
geographical environmental factors and external disturbance

environmental factors (Tsangaratos et al., 2017). The internal
factors include topographic and geological conditions, while the
external factors include human engineering activities, rainfall,
and reservoir water level changes. Based on comprehensive
consideration of various factors and the actual conditions of
the study area, 22 factors were selected as the initial conditioning
factors including topography (elevation, slope, degree of relief,
aspect, slope position, landforms, curvature, profile curvature,
plan curvature, terrain roughness index (TRI), topographic
wetness index (TWI), sediment transport index (STI), and
stream power index (SPI)), geology (lithology, distance from
fault, and combination reclassification of the stratum dip
direction and slope aspect (CRDS)), environmental conditions
(normalized vegetation index (NDVI), distance from
hydrographic net, annual average rainfall, and land cover), and
human activities (distance from roads and POI kernel density).
All the 22 conditioning factors mentioned above were used to
create the geospatial database with GIS software (Sun et al.,
2021c).

Here, slope, degree of relief, aspect, slope position,
landforms, curvature, profile curvature, plan curvature,
terrain roughness index (TRI) (Althuwaynee et al., 2014),
topographic wetness index (TWI) (Yilmaz 2009; Hong
et al., 2016), sediment transport index (STI) (Pourghasemi
et al., 2012), and stream power index (SPI) (Moore and
Wilson, 1992) were based on the processing of the DEM
with 30 m resolution. Lithology and faults were extracted by
geological maps with scales of 1:50,000–1:200,000. The
distances from faults, hydrographic nets, and roads were
generated after buffering the faults, river networks, and
roads, respectively. The selection of buffer distance was
based on field surveys, imagery resolution, and previous
research (Xie et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2021a). CRDS (Sun
et al., 2021b) was generated by subtraction and
reclassification of aspect and tendency. NDVI was
calculated using landsat8 OLI data with a resolution of
30 m. Annual average rainfall was generated by the spatial
interpolation method from the original data. POI kernel
density was generated by kernel density calculation of POI
point data, which refers to any nongeographical meaningful
points on the map (Sun et al., 2021b).

Moreover, to reduce the disadvantageous effects on the model
caused by data discretization, reclassification was performed for
the 13 continuous variables, including elevation, slope, degree of
relief, curvature, profile curvature, plan curvature, TRI, TWI, STI,
SPI, NDVI, annual average rainfall, and POI kernel density. Here,
based on research experiences, the reclassification threshold value
of each factor obtained by the natural breakpoint method was
followed to slightly adjust by counting the number of historical
landslide points under each category to agree with the actual
situation as much as possible. The other nine factors, which were
originally classified, could directly be processed. A classification
scheme used was established for each continuous factor. To sum
up, a spatial database of landslide conditioning factors after
reclassification was constructed in a 30 m resolution grid cell.
The thematic map of landslide influencing factors is shown in
Figure 3.

FIGURE 5 | ROC curve of the LRao and the LRbo models.
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To reduce the affection of the logistic regression model by
factor data discreteness, all the 22 factors after
reclassification were normalized to [0,1] by the following
equation:

Xp � (X − Xmin/(Xmax − Xmin), (6)

where X* is the normalized data; X is the original data; Xmin is the
minimum value of data; and Xmax is the maximum value of data.

Preparation of the Sample Dataset
In the study, landslide cells (positive cells) and no-landslide cells
(negative cells) made up all datasets. Landslide cells consisted of

FIGURE 6 | Landslide susceptibility mapping based on the LRbo model vs. the geospatial distribution of historical landslides.

TABLE 7 | Statistical results of landslide susceptibility in different levels.

Susceptibility level Cells number Area proportion/% Landslide Landslide
proportion/%

Density proportion

Very low 2090557 46.39 128 8.41 0.07
Low 858067 19.04 235 15.44 0.30
Moderate 634007 14.07 285 18.73 0.50
High 470363 10.44 351 23.06 0.83
Very high 453653 10.07 523 34.36 1.28
Statistics 4506647 100.00 1,522 100.00 —
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1,522 historical landslide events, each of which was regarded as a
single cell. Because of the geometric effect, all landslide cells
were excluded by setting a 500 m buffer zone for all the 1,522
landslide points, and the remaining areas were regarded as the
no-landslide areas (Xie et al., 2018). Researchers have different
opinions on the ratio between landslide and nonlandslide cells,
but the most widely used ratios are 1: 1, 1: 5, and 1:10 between
landslide and no-landslide cells, and the last ratio of 1:10 was
selected by this study after many experiments. 15,220
nonlandslide cells were randomly extracted from the no-
landslide area.

Model Optimization
Dominant-Factor Screening and Preliminary Training
The process of preliminary training: according to a 7: 3 ratio, all
sample datasets were divided into a training dataset (11,720) and
a test dataset (5,022). The training dataset was used for LR model
training, and the test dataset was used for testing.

1) The stepwise regression method included in the LR: 22 initial
conditioning factors were subjected to stepwise regression training
of the LRa model (ordinary model). The conditioning factors were
introduced into the equation one by one. All conditioning factors
in the equation were tested one by one, and the insignificant
conditioning factors were removed from the equation one by one.
In the final equation, some conditioning factors that had a
significant influence on the Y value of the landslide remained,
and others that had no significant influence on the Y value of the
landslide were omitted. Also, 11 factors were preliminarily selected
by passing the test of the significance level of 0.05, which are
topographic (elevation, degree of relief, slope, SRI, and SPI),
geological conditions (lithology, distance from fault, and CRDS),
environmental conditions (land cover), and human activities
(distance from roads and POI kernel density).

2) The factor detection method of the GeoDetector: based on the
R language, we used the GeoDetector to detect all datasets,
including 22 initial conditioning factors. The results are shown

FIGURE 7 | Landslide susceptibility mapping based on the LRbo model vs. the geospatial distribution of new landslides.
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inTable 2. The p value represents the significance level, and the
q value represents the explanatory factor power, i.e., the
influence degree of conditioning factors on the landslide.
We found that SPI and STI failed the significance test (p >
0.05). Therefore, we eliminated these two nonsignificant and
least explanatory factors directly. The remaining 20 factors
passed the significance test (p � 0.000) and can be so in
subsequent experiments.
Figure 4 shows the factor detection results of the significant

factors in descending order of q value. In conjunction withTable 2,
we found that the annual average rainfall and elevation were two
important control factors for the spatial differentiation of Y values
of landslides. Their q values (the ability to explain factors) were all
greater than 0.075. The q values of the topographical conditions
(except elevation), part of geological conditions (distance from
fault, CRDS), and environmental conditions (NDVI) were less than
or equal to 0.01. From the slope of the curve in Figure 4, the slope
after distance from fault is almost 0, which means that the
following 13 factors explain the spatial differentiation of
landslides very little and can be ignored and eliminated directly.
Therefore, the seven dominant factors (annual average rainfall,
elevation, lithology, POI kernel density, distance from road, land
cover, and distance from hydrographic net) were selected and
placed in the LRb model (the model optimized by the
GeoDetector). Moreover, we use these seven factors for stepwise
regression training included in LR. All factors were retained, which

means the dominant factors screened by the GeoDetector had vast
differences from each other.

Optimal Training Sample Based on 10-Fold Cross
Validation
To reduce the influence of a single sampling on results, the 10-
fold cross-validation method was used to select the training
sample and test sample. The 10-fold cross-validation method
divided the sample dataset (1,522 positive cells and 15,220
negative cells) into ten disjoint subsets randomly and
averagely. One subset was tested each time, and the rest
subsets were used for model training.

Based on the R language, we build two LR models of whether
to use the GeoDetector (LRa was not used and LRb was used).
Table 3 shows the accuracy of the 10-fold cross validation of the
two models. The average accuracy of the training dataset and test
dataset of the LRa model was 0.908 and 0.910, while the average
accuracy of both the training dataset and test dataset of the LRb

model was 0.910. Thus, from the average accuracy, we found that
the model using the GeoDetector to screen dominant factors can
maintain high accuracy and high stability. For the test dataset, the
accuracy of sample No.1 (0.916) of the LRa model and sample
No.4 (0.929) of the LRb model was relatively higher. Therefore,
we decided to use the two samples as the optimal training samples
to get the final models (LRao and LRbo), which were based on
dominant-factor screening and the optimal training samples.

FIGURE 8 | Ranking chart of the absolute value of the correlation coefficient of conditioning factors: (A) LRao model; (B) LRbo model.
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Final Optimal Models
The two final models (LRao and LRbo) were different. Specifically,
the former is an LR model that only performed a stepwise
regression on 22 initial conditioning factors to remove
insignificant factors, while the latter used the GeoDetector to
screen out seven dominant factors first and then performed
stepwise regression. The correlation coefficients and function
intercept values of the factors of the two final models are
shown in Tables 4, 5.

Finally, the two linear models are shown as follows:

Za � −1.76293 − 2.42323aw1 − 1.91424aw2 + 2.5956aw3

− 1.070aw4 − 3.24346aw5 + 1.51187aw6 − 0.45871aw7

− 0.66213aw8 − 1.08878aw9 + 1.54395aw10

(7)

Zb � −0.11216 − 0.95321bw1 − 1.67349bw2 − 3.51706bw3

+ 1.57236bw4 − 1.08721bw5 − 0.8910bw6 + 0.208050bw7

(8)

Model Performance and Validation
Any landslide susceptibility assessment will have no scientific
significance without validation, so it is necessary to evaluate the
validity of the models used. The landslide is prone to a typical
binary classification problem, and the confusion matrix can be
used to analyze the accuracy further. Instances are divided into
positive and negative categories. That is to say, if the sample point
is a landslide, it is positive, and if the sample point is a
nonlandslide, it is negative. We predicted that four situations
will occur in results: 1) an instance status is “landslide” and also
predicted as “landslide,” recorded as True Positive (TP); 2)
“nonlandslide” but predicted as “landslide,” recorded as False
Positive (FP); 3) an instance status “nonlandslide” and predicted
as “nonlandslide,” and it is recorded as True Negative (TN); and
4) “landslide” but predicted as “nonlandslide,” recorded as False
Negative class (FN). Furthermore, we used the “OptimalCutoff”
function of the “InformationValue” package of R language to find
the optimal threshold for partitioning the prediction results of the
model. If the predicted value is greater than the threshold, a
landslide will occur. Otherwise, the landslide will not occur.

Based on the confusion matrix, Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC) curves and Area Under the Curve
(AUC) values are commonly used to comprehensively test and
evaluate model accuracy (Naghibi and Moradi Dashtpagerdi,
2016). When the AUC value is more significant than 0.5 and
the closer it is to 1, the higher the accuracy of the model
prediction.

RESULTS

Comparison of Models
The optimal thresholds of LRao and LRbo models were very
similar, which were 0.534 and 0.592 (Table 6). The accuracy,
precision, and recall of the LRao and the LRbo were almost the

same. The total accuracy of the two models had little difference,
which was 0.911 and 0.910, respectively. Nevertheless, the
accuracy of landslide and nonlandslide of the LRao model
(nonlandslide: 0.914; landslide 0.611) was slightly higher than
that of the LRbo model (nonlandslide: 0.911; landslide 0.595). The
two models had extremely high recall rates for nonlandslide, and
the LRao (0.996) is slightly lower than the LRbo (0.998). However,
for landslides, the recall rate was lower, and the LRao (0.065) was
slightly higher than the LRbo (0.031). The difference between the
twomodels was insignificant, and both had exceptional reliability.

The AUC values of the ROC curves of the training dataset of
the two models were 0.843 and 0.835, the test dataset were 0.834
and 0.840, and all datasets were 0.842 and 0.835 (Figure 5),
indicating that the LR model before and after optimization in this
study both had high reliability and good prediction ability.

Validity of the Optimized Model
Compared with the LRao, the LRbo (the optimized model) had
absolute stability and high accuracy. So, we applied the LRbo to
the entire case study area for LSM. Expert empirical methods and
dynamic setting threshold methods were used to select the
appropriate division-level threshold. The selection of the
optimal threshold should minimize the density of historical
landslides in the low-susceptibility region and maximize the
density of historical landslides in the high-susceptibility region.
After repeated trials and errors, five susceptibility levels were
finally divided (very-low–susceptibility region with p < 0.05 vs.
low-susceptibility region with 0.05 ≤ P < 0.10 vs. moderate-
susceptibility region with 0.10 ≤ P< 0.17 vs. high-susceptibility
region with 0.17 ≤ P < 0.28 vs. very-high–susceptibility region
with p>�0.28) (Figure 6). It shows the very-low– and low-
susceptibility regions were concentrated in the south and
southeast of Fengjie County. Meanwhile, the high- and very-
high–susceptibility regions, which agreed with the geospatial of
the historical landslides prone to occurring, were concentrated on
both sides of the Yangtze River and its tributaries, mainly in the
northern and central parts of Fengjie County.

Table 7 is the statistical result of landslide susceptibility at
different levels. The proportion of historical landslides increased
gradually with the increase of the susceptibility level, and the
density of landslides was positively correlated with the
susceptibility level. The area of very-low– and low-
susceptibility regions accounted for 65.43% of the total area of
the study area, while the number of historical landslides only
accounted for 23.85% of the total landslides; the area of very-
high– and high-susceptibility regions accounted for 20.51% of the
total area, while the number of historical landslides accounted for
57.42% of the total landslides. This also shows the agreement of
the geospatial between the high-susceptibility regions and the
historical landslides occurred.

Distribution Characteristics of New
Landslide Events
The historical landslide data used in this study were from 2001 to
2016. To verify the LSM results further, we also collected 61 new
landslide data in the study area in 2017. All the new landslides
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were triggered by rainfall, which means that the main factor
inducing landslides is rainfall in this study area. The geospatial
distribution of the new landslides was overlaid to the LSM
(Figure 7), and Table 7 shows the details including the
location susceptibility level of all the new landslide events.
65% of the new landslide events were located in the high- and
very-high–susceptibility regions, and 10% were in the moderate-
susceptibility region in general. For case study purposes, we
analyzed three typical landslides: Qulongxiaoxue landslide,
Sujiawan landslide, and Tianjiadawu landslide. Qulongxiaoxue
landslide was a medium-sized landslide, which was the largest of
all new landslides, covering an affected area of 28.179 m2.
Although the area and volume of the Sujiawan landslide were
not significant, the number of people affected and the number of
threats were second. Tianjiadawu landslide was a medium-sized
landslide that occurred in northwestern Fengjie County in
October 2017. These three landslides were located in the high-
susceptibility region, indicating that the LSM has a good
geospatial agreement with the actual landslide events and the
model had a good prediction ability.

DISCUSSION

Comparing the results of factor screening of the two models
(Figure 8), there are 10 main factors retained by the LRao model
after stepwise regression. However, there are seven main factors
retained by the LRbo model after GeoDetector and stepwise
regression. Through comparative analysis, it is found that the
same main factors retained both by the LRao model and the LRbo

model include elevation, lithology, land cover, distance from
roads, and POI kernel density. Among them, elevation and
lithology represent the inoculation factors of landslides, which
largely determine the stability of local slopes (Sivakumar and
Ghosh, 2021; Tang et al., 2021). In the same way, the materials
covered by the ground affect the slope surface, such as runoff and
the accumulation of materials on the slope surface. Distance from
roads and POI kernel density represent trigger factors caused by
human activities. The abovementioned two factors change the
natural stress on the originally stable slope, causing cracks inside
the slope. Finally, that leads to landslides. Therefore, the
dominant factors selected by stepwise regression and
GeoDetector are quite reasonable and referential.

In addition to the five common factors in the LRao model,
another five main influencing factors are also retained including
the degree of relief, slope, TRI, distance from the fault, and CRDS.
These factors are all related to the incubation conditions of the
landslide and describe the development environment of the
landslide itself. While there are still two main conditioning
factors that remained in the LRbo model except for the five
same ones, they are the distance from the hydrographic net
and annual average rainfall. In river valleys, high and steep
slopes are usually formed under the erosion action of water
currents, where the resistance ability of the slopes will be
further reduced. Rainfall is one of the factors that cannot be
ignored that affects and controls landslides. Throughout the
world, judging from the reasons for many landslides (Fan

et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2020; Van Tien et al., 2021a; Van
Tien et al., 2021), the LRbo model retains some important
trigger factors which are not retained by the LRao model.
Although the relationship between landslides and faults cannot
be ignored (Wang et al., 2021), most landslides are induced by
rainfall in the study area, which does not have a strong
relationship with faults. So, it is better not to retain the fault
factor. Taken together, the dominant factor retained by the LRao

model is not as strong as the explanatory power of the LRbo

model. The LRbo model eliminates unreasonable factors based on
the LRao model and retains a more dominant factor.

From the factor screening results of the LRbo model, four
aspects have an important influence on the landslide, including
topography, geological conditions, environmental conditions,
and human activities. There are dominant factors in these four
aspects, so in future research, these dominant factors can be
considered as the research focus, while nondominant factors can
be selectively excluded from the factor framework to reduce the
workload. Meanwhile, there is an interaction between factors,
which may increase or weaken the impact of a single factor on
landslides. For example, if a slope is composed of permeable rock
and impermeable rock, a water barrier will form naturally, and
under the action of rainfall, the probability of landslide will be
much higher than that of a slope composed of a single lithology.
Therefore, the interaction between factors will be further studied
in the follow-up work.

CONCLUSION

In this study, by taking a typical landslide-prone area as an
example of application analysis, an optimized LR-based LSM
model was proposed by using comprehensive methods of the
GeoDetector, stepwise regression, and 10-fold cross validation,
which improved the geospatial agreement between landslide
susceptibility and actual landslide-prone.

1) The accuracy of the confusion matrix of the two models (LRao

and LRbo) based on dominant-factor screening and optimal
training sample was both more than 0.9. The AUC values of
the ROC curves were significantly more than 0.8. The models
had great prediction ability and high reliability no matter
when tested before or after the screening factor.

2) The LRbo model based on the GeoDetector screening factor
used only seven dominant factors but achieved the same
prediction accuracy as the LRao model constructed with 20
factors. Moreover, the conditioning factors were more
reasonable and stable than the LRao model. Based on the
optimized LR model, the LSM in this study was in good
agreement with the spatial distribution of historical landslides.
Most of the new landslides in 2017 were in high-susceptibility
regions. All show that the method proposed in this study using
the GeoDetector, stepwise regression, and 10-fold cross
validation is feasible and reliable.

3) The seven dominant factors, including elevation, lithology,
distance from hydrographic net, annual average rainfall, land
cover, distance from roads, and POI kernel density, covered
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four types of conditions of topographical, geological,
environmental, and human activities, screened from 22
initial factors by the GeoDetector, indicating that each type
has a dominant factor at least, which is more important than
other factors of the same type.
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